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Garden
Party
Take a tour of
British Columbia’s
11 best gardens
By Jane Mundy

W

hether searching for
horticultural inspiration,
feasting your eyes on new
flower candy or taking time
to calm down and reflect,
British Columbia’s gardens
have something for everyone. History buffs love
gardens. From the world-renowned to the nearly
secret, from woodland to desert, they give us
the opportunity to meander and contemplate; to
ogle trending blooms and old-growth forest; and
sometimes even spot the local wildlife.
For some people, gardens are a spiritual haven.
Gardens tap into your senses: the scents and colours of foliage, the sounds of chirping birds and
rustling leaves. You can almost hear a garden
growing…
Gardening is said to be a lifelong journey but
you can pick up the pace with garden tours. Some
people want to learn more about certain plants
while others want a more “intimate experience”
than just strolling the grounds. And there’s nothing
like a weekend getaway with fellow gardeners who
don’t think you’re bonkers when you brake to get a
better look at foliage in someone’s front yard.
Most gardens, and their noteworthy homes, are
steeped in history. For instance, did you know that
the city of Vancouver was built around VanDusen
Botanical Garden? Many gardens are at their best
in late spring, when avid gardeners are looking for
new kinds of shrubs, pruning tips or landscaping
ideas. Others, like Butchart Gardens, put on a dazzling summer show—the ultimate spectator event.
Warm-season flowers are in full bloom, ornamental grasses sway in the breeze and trees provide
dappled shade.
Some of the following gardens attract plant
enthusiasts worldwide and a few are almost secret
gardens that you’ll surely want to discover.
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Milner Gardens
& Woodland
Qualicum Beach
The former Milner estate comprises
four hectares of woodland gardens
filled with rhododendrons, cyclamens and trilliums and 25 hectares
of old-growth forest. The garden
contains 500 varieties of rhododendrons, 60 hydrangea specimens and
trees and shrubs brought from all
over the world by Ray and Veronica
Milner. When they weren’t travelling,
the couple hosted British royalty.
Their historic home, where Queen
Elizabeth once stayed, is open for
tours and if you time it right, a traditional English high tea is served.
viu.ca/milnergardens
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VanDusen Botanical Garden
Vancouver
This 22-hectare garden was a tony golf course for five
decades. By 1960, golfers had to cross Oak Street to access
some of its greens and fairways as the city of Vancouver grew.
“Areas near VanDusen were being developed as premium
residences and by the mid-’60s, activists—who were related
to golfers—began to lobby government for a purpose other
than development,” chuckles James Warkentin, VanDusen’s
garden superintendent. “After enough money was raised, a
curator brought over from Scotland and landscaping changed,
the gardens opened in 1975.”
Many waves of garden expansion followed. Some landscapes represent growing conditions in the Himalayas and
other Asian mountainous locations with plantings native to
Asian countries, from Tibet to Vietnam. And of course China,
the source of the most diverse plants—from bulbs to trees, including spectacular magnolias with dinner-plate-sized flowers.
“In 1981, a further development finished the footprint,
including an Elizabethan hedge maze—great for the young at
heart,” quips Warkentin. “A day doesn’t go by when you don’t
see a kid drag a parent through the maze.”
VanDusen showcases old favourites displayed in imaginative
ways and rarities we only wish we could grow. Everywhere,
plants are labelled.
Warkentin’s most compelling plant experience is the laburnum walk. “The golden chain tree is in full bloom mid-May
and during that time purple flowering alliums beneath make
amazing compositions.” He adds that the gardens offer beauty
year-round. “The fragrance of witch hazel flowering in February, hummingbirds flitting by—there is no bad day here.”
vandusengarden.org
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Abkhazi Garden
Victoria
This is the garden that
love built. Prince Nicholas
Abkhazi and Marjorie (Peggy)
Pemberton-Carter met in
Paris in the 1920s before they
were interned in POW camps
during The Second World
War: Nicholas in Germany
and Peggy in Shanghai.
They were reunited in 1946,
just after Peggy bought this
rocky outcrop for $1,800.
“The gardeners tell me there
are more varieties of exotic
plants per square foot than
any other garden in North
America,” says Page Loten,
owner of the teahouse. The
Land Conservancy of British
Columbia now owns the garden, which is both landscaped
and wild, with rustic pathways
leading to scenic views.
“Because the garden emphasizes foliage and shapes
it attracts year-round,” says
Loten. With so many varieties
of rhododendrons, there’s
always one blooming from
January through June. Some
gardeners come to buy the
Princess A. peony, which
only exists here. “Everyone
in Eastern Europe seems to
know about the garden but
some people down the road
aren’t aware of an iconic
garden nearby.” It’s almost a
secret garden…
conservancy.bc.ca/featuredprojects/abkhazi-garden/

Top: Paul Hamilton/flickr creative commons
right: Daniel Mosquin/Nitobe Memorial Garden
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Nitobe Memorial Garden
Vancouver (UBC)
Tucked behind a brick wall on the UBC campus sits one hectare of tranquility. Even in winter,
this Zen garden is stunning: the path meanders around a pond and almost the entire garden is
cloaked in 50 varieties of moss in 50 shades of green. On this sunny afternoon in February only two other visitors and Ryo Sugiyama, the garden’s curator, are here.
“The Japanese style of pruning is ‘see-through,’ to create space and balance,” says Sugiyama, as he points
to Taki-nioi (fragrant waterfall), the only cherry tree of this variety in Canada. “When I first started pruning this
tree I was scared to cut its branches. But I learned how they react in this climate. Plants grow twice as fast as
they do in Japan but their life span is shorter.”
Sugiyama says that rocks are very important for Japanese culture and the placement of stones gives a different sound to the waterfall. “I would know if the stones are moved, just from hearing the waterfall,” he says.
Everything in the garden is meticulously designed and manicured. It is said that “a Japanese garden is not
only a place of beauty, but a place where the soul can find nourishment.” This garden is dedicated to the spirit
of Dr. Nitobe, whose dream of “becoming a bridge across the Pacific” is realized here: Japanese maples are
planted on one side of the bridge and Canadian maples on the other side. The garden is particularly beautiful in
March with cherry blossoms and July with a sea of blue irises.
botanicalgarden.ubc.ca/visit/nitobe-memorial-garden
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Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Classical
Chinese Garden
Vancouver
Hidden behind another wall is the first “scholar’s garden” built outside of China, in Vancouver’s Chinatown.
Surrounded with tai hu rocks imported from China,
150-year-old miniature trees and a jade green pond
with koi fish, it is like being transported to China in a
time warp: the buildings have been constructed with
traditional materials using 14th century methods—no
glue, screws or power tools allowed. Since it opened for
Expo 86, the garden has been a huge hit with locals and
increasingly with the international community.
vancouverchinesegarden.com

Butchart Gardens
Victoria
In 1904, Jennie Butchart began to plant flowers and shrubs around her
home and estate—which was her husband’s cement operation and a limestone quarry until 1908. It’s hard to imagine the gorgeous Sunken Garden
bursting with blossoms was once an ugly hole in the ground. In 2004, the
gardens were designated a National Historic Site of Canada—after 100
years in bloom.
In the fall, when 50 full-time gardeners aren’t planting over 400,000
spring flowering bulbs, visitors can see how they prune roses, cut back
ferns and divide plants. Year-round, Butchart’s gardeners can answer your
questions. “We have a large compost area and being self-sufficient, locals
come here with soil or pest problems,” says Daphne Gardner (her real
name). “And visitors want to know if a certain plant will grow in their zone.”
Plan on spending the day in the “Las Vegas of Botanical Gardens,” strolling a maze of garden paths, the Rose Garden with 3,000 bushes, the Japanese and Italian Gardens and fanciful topiaries, sculptures and fountains.
Masses of annual flowers, huge waves of petunias and impatiens, make
impressive eye candy. Often planted in combinations that best complement
each other, gardeners come home with plenty of design ideas, maybe after
taking afternoon tea in the former Butchart home.
butchartgardens.com
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Tofino Botanical Gardens
Tofino
George Patterson tries to make places in his garden where visitors can sit
and absorb the magic of Clayoquot Sound and have some fun. Judging
from comments in the visitor book—“magical,” “whimsical,” “owner has a
good sense of humour”—he has succeeded.
“There isn’t much humour in public gardens, but at the same time I’m
serious about giving visitors a good experience,” says Patterson. “Someone
might sit in a particular place for hours looking at something meditative and
restorative. And I try to make it funny: kids love the signs like ‘No alligators
on the path” and ‘We don’t confirm or deny Sasquatch.’ Kids love showing
parents the sign to the Children’s Garden: ‘Adults must be Supervised.’
Seriously, I hope the garden gives an introduction to the culture and natural
history of this area.”
While botanical gardens are mostly noted for their trees, shrubs and
special collections, there is also a sculpture park and a venue for art and
cultural events. And the funky Darwin café serves vegetables from Patterson’s organic garden and eggs from their “humanely-raised” chickens.
tbgf.org
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Osoyoos Desert Centre
Osoyoos
Explore Canada’s desert on an elevated
1.5-kilometre boardwalk, either selfguided or with an interpretive guide.
Three species of snakes and many birds
call the centre’s 27 hectares home, along
with a few dozen native plants such as
mariposa lily and larkspur. The first to
bloom is sagebrush in the spring, followed by prickly pear cactus in June. It
also showcases wildlife-friendly features
such as birdhouses, nest boxes and
water sources for pollinators. If you want
to learn how to build a ladybug box or
attract butterflies, look no further.
desert.org

Cougar Annie’s
Garden
Tofino
From Tofino, take a floatplane
or water taxi—arranged
through the Boat Basin Foundation—55 kilometres northwest to Boat Basin and Cougar
Annie’s 100-year-old homestead
and two-hectare garden. “I
realized it was a significant historical place with diverse and
unique plantings. The rhodos,
azaleas and irises haven’t been
hybridized,” says Peter Buckland, who met Annie in 1968
and bought the property from
her in 1985. He restored the
garden that was fast reverting
back to rainforest and set up
the Boat Basin Foundation as a
charitable organization to manage the property and preserve
the garden.
Besides killing cougars and
raising 11 children, Annie
also planted fruit trees, roses,
dahlias and many perennials,
including an impressive collection of hostas. And the garden
was a money maker: she sold
plants and bulbs by mail.
boatbasin.org
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Kohan Reflection Garden & Nikkei
Internment Memorial Centre
New Denver
The Nikkei Internment Memorial Centre is a museum and interpretive centre and features a peace garden
designed by renowned Japanese-Canadian gardener and former internee, Tomomichi (Roy) Sumi. This
historic site tells the story of over 22,000 Japanese Canadians interned here during The Second World War.
Parts of the movie, Snow Falling on Cedars, were filmed here.
Nearby, the Kohan Reflection Garden also honours the Japanese Canadians who were forcibly located to
New Denver. Meticulously and lovingly maintained by volunteers of the Slocan Lake Garden Society, better
known as SLUGS, the strolling garden is designed to visit little scenes, such as a wall with 15 varieties of
Japanese maple trees, a teahouse used for tea ceremonies and a cascading waterfall that falls into three
ponds. Fifty cherry trees were planted by the internees and three remain. Many families from Japan come
to Kohan after visiting Nikkei, to heal and reflect, to educate themselves and their children.
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Botanical Gardens
Anyone wishing to learn more about
gardening should visit a Botanical
Garden. Here, plants are performing in
their “zone” and they will grow to their
maximum size, without over-pruning.
You’re often surprised when familiar,
slow-growing, little indoor plants have
turned into masses of thick vines
dappled in sunlight—you thought they
only grew in shade. Seeing the true
potential of a plant is inspirational, and
seeing them grown in different ways
and combinations will surely give you
innovative design ideas.
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Okanagan Lavender & Herb Farm
Kelowna
The air is intoxicating surrounding Andrea McFadden’s field of purple. A huge
basket of rose petals is about to be distilled and rose water will make its way into
McFadden’s shop that sells all things lavender. “I read about lavender disappearing in Provence; a fungus had wiped out hundreds of acres so I got the idea to
grow lavender,” says McFadden. Along with 60 varieties of lavender—not all are
purple— edible flowers and just about every herb on your shelf is hand picked at
the farm. Kids and adults alike can join the workshops, from blending essential oils
for body care to herbal infusions for cooking to face painting and fairy tales.
okanaganlavender.com

Clockwise from top left: Sam Beebe/flickr creative commons; courtesy of Osoyoos Desert Centre;
Kate ormond; courtesy of Kohan Reflection Garden
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